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Dear Ms Omar

RE: National Trust Submission to an Inquiry into Shack Sites in W.A
Attached to this letter is the National Trust of Australia (WA) contribution to the Inquiry
into Shack Sites in W .A.
The Trust has assessed in depth two such shack sites, the Wedge Island Beach Shack
Community and the Grey Beach Shack Community.
The assessment for each is attached to our submission.
Thank you for considering the heritage values of these communities in your inquiry.

~:~\
Thomas E Perrigo
Chief Executive Officer.
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The Parliamentary Standing Committee for the Environment and Public Affairs
Submission for an Inquiry into Shack Sites in Western Australia.
The National Trust of Australia (WA)
This submission has been prepared by Karl Haynes, Coordinator of Heritage
Services, The National Trust of Australia (WA).

The National Trust of Australia (WA) is the pre-eminent community based heritage
organization in Western Australia. It was established in 1959, and became a
statutory body in 1964. The National Trust of Australia (WA) delivers heritage
services in the areas of property and collection management, natural heritage
management and education and learning programs.

The National Trust of Australia (WA) manages over 100 places of cultural heritage
significance for and on behalf of the community and government of Western
Australia. As part of its education and learning program, The National Trust responds
to community concerns on activity impacting places of heritage significance, makes
submissions to government and non-government organisations on matters in relation
to cultural heritage and undertakes research on places of cultural heritage
significance.

Policy and the regulation of shack sites on public land in Western Australia
The National Trust of Australia (WA) does not support the unplanned and
uncontrolled development of human settlements on public land and recognises the
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potential adverse impact these settlements may have on the fragile environments on
which they are situated.

The State Government's "Illegal Occupation of Coastal Crown Land (Squatters)"
policy established mechanisms for prevention of further illegal development and the
removal of existing settlements. The policy provided exemption for professional
fisherman operating shacks but did not give any consideration for other reasons that
may warrant exemption from the application of the policy to remove illegal
developments. No doubt with the changes in professional fishing, the remaining
facilities are now under review.

The State of the Environment Report 2007 recognised in its key findings on heritage
that there was a systemic failure in the recognition of cultural heritage values and
therefore in the effective protection and management of those values.
In reflecting those findings, The National Trust is particularly concerned about the
failure of the "Illegal Occupation of Coastal Crown Land (Squatters)" policy to
consider culture heritage values of existing settlements and to establish processes
by which these values can be considered alongside other important issues, such as,
building compliance, demand for services, environmental impact and other issues of
health, equity and access.

Other than professional fishermen, the policy does not allow for consideration of
tenure arrangements that may satisfactorily address these issues.
In the last decade in other jurisdictions within Australia, most notably Tasmania and
New South Wales, the continued existence of "shack communities" has been
facilitated while addressing economic, social, and environmental issues. The
National Trust is aware there are a number of other submissions to the Select
Committee that will further expand and develop this point.

Any future policy should establish processes which would allow consideration of the
cultural heritage values of the place in determining the appropriate action to be
taken. This should include a heritage assessment of the individual settlements and
the development of a management plan to guide future activity.
2

Grey and Wedge Island Beach Shack Communities

The National Trust of Australia (WA) recently completed a heritage assessment of
the Grey Beach Shack Community. As with the Wedge Island Beach Shack
Community, which was assessed in 2000, The National Trust found the place had
cultural heritage significance and represented an extremely rare cultural landscape.

The assessment concluded that the Grey Beach Shack Community has cultural
heritage significance for the following reasons:

•

The Grey Beach Shack Community forms a rare cultural landscape due to its
isolation and enclosure by Nambung National Park. It is a living remnant and
good example of a vernacular recreational environment.

•

The Grey Beach Shack Community is an excellent example of a coastal
settlement originally established by farmers and fishermen in the 1930s to
1950s, and later becoming more permanent through the arrival of holiday
makers and their recreation activities; these holiday makers contributed to
the growth of other towns such as Lancelin and Jurien.

•

The values and attitudes reflected in the Grey Beach Shack Community are
important in understanding the development of these settlements and to a
wider degree, the development of Australian culture, including 'making do',
resourcefulness and sense of community.

•

The Grey Beach Shack Community has high social value for the leaseholders
and their friends and family. The popularity of shack settlements is evident
through the formation of the Shack Associations and the high level of interest
that the government's removal policy has prompted.

Please find attached the full heritage assessments for the Wedge Island and Grey
Beach Shack Communities.

The heritage assessment for Grey Beach Shack Community makes the following
conservation recommendation:
3

liThe number of shack communities in Western Australia has been significantly
reduced as a result of government policy. However it has been acknowledged
in other states in Australia, that the heritage significance of these places in
terms of socia!- and historic value is high. To conserve Grey, a management
plan and agreements need to be put in place, similar to those in other states
(e.g. Tasmania). Strict rules governing the condition and amenity of these
shacks can be implemented; increased fees can contribute to the conservation
of the natural environment including stabilizing sand dune systems and greater
public access can be provided by allowing some shacks or other
accommodation to be rented by the general public. These measures have all
been carried out successfully in other states with similar situations; therefore
the basis for implementing these with the cooperation of the shack leaseholders
would likely be a successful outcome."

Research conducted by The National Trust demonstrates that Wedge Island and
Grey Beach Shack Communities are places of culture heritage significance.
Accordingly any proposed development impacting upon these cultural landscapes
should seek to conserve the cultural heritage values of the place while meeting other
desired outcomes.
The Wedge and Grey Master Plan 2000, which attempts to provide a framework for
the future use of the places, did not consider cultural heritage values in any
substantive way. The Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) did not
undertake a heritage assessment as part of the master planning process.
The Master Plan did not consider successful approaches in other states of Australia
in reconciling environmental and planning requirements with the retention of the
Beach Shack Communities.
The Master Plan did however identify the potential for the development of
commercial eco-tourism operations at both settlements after the beach shack
communities had been removed.
The National Trust understands that Tourism WA and DEC have been keen
proponents of the Master Plan . In this regard DEC may have a conflict of interest
4

between its broader conservation responsibilities and pursuing a commercial
opportunity.
Conclusion
Any future policy in relation to illegally established Beach Shack Communities

should allow for consideration of the cultural heritage values of a place and establish
processes to determine appropriate action to be taken to conserve those values and
reconcile them with other potentially competing values. This should include a
heritage assessment of the individual settlements and the development of a
management plan to guide future activity.

The National Trust is of the view that any redevelopment of the Grey and Wedge
Island Beach Shack Communities must incorporate the conservation of the cultural
heritage values of these places, as well as meeting the desired outcome of creating
a sustainable eco-tourism activity.
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NATIONAL TRUST OF AUSTRALIA (WA)
LIST OF CLASSIFIED PLACES: HERITAGE ASSESSMENT
1.

IDENTIFICATION / LOCATION
Current Name of Place

Grey Shack Community

Other Names

Grey settlement; Grey

Street Address of Property
Local Government Authority Shire of Dundaragan
Title Details

Reserve No. 43284 Melbourne Location 4152

Original Owner
Architect/Designer

Various

Builder

Various

Construction Date

c. 1940 onwards

Alteration/Additions Date

Ongoing

Original Use

Recreational; Fishing

Current Use

Recreational; Fishing

Extent of Assessment

Reserve 43284, incorporating approximately
120 shacks

Conservation Recommendations
The number of shack communities in Western Australia has been
significantly reduced as a result of government policy. However it has been
acknowledged in other states in Australia, that the heritage significance of
these places in terms of social and historic value is high. To conserve Grey,
a management plan and agreements need to be put in place, similar to
those in other states (e.g. Tasmania) . Strict rules governing the condition
and amenity of these shacks can be implemented; increased fees can
contribute to the conservation of the natural environment including
stabilising sand dune systems and greater public access can be provided
by allowing some shacks or other accommodation to be rented by the
general public. These measures have all been carried out successfully in
other states with similar situations, therefore the basis for implementing these
with the cooperation of the shack leaseholders would likely be a successful
outcome. No services need be provided by the local government
authorities, and this settlement could provide examples of how to utilise
environmentally friendly ways of producing electricity, storing water and
disposing of sewerage and other waste.

Grey Shack Community, Shire of Dandaragan
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2.

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Grey Shack Community has cultural heritage significance for the following
reasons:
• The settlement forms a rare cultural landscape due to its isolation
and enclosure by Nambung National Park. It is a living remnant and
good example of a vernacular recreational environment.
• The Grey Shack Community is an excellent example of a coastal
settlement originally established by farmers and fishermen in the
1930s to 1950s, and later becoming more permanent through
holiday makers and recreation activities which contributed to the
growth of other towns such as Lancelin and Jurien.
• The values and attitudes reflected in Grey are important in
understanding the development of these settlements and to a wider
degree, the development of Australian culture, including 'making
do', resourcefulness and sense of community.
• The Grey Shack Community has high social value through the
leaseholders and their friends and family. The popularity of shack
settlements is evident through the formation of the shack
Associations and the high level of interest that the government's
removal policy has brought.
Date: March 2009

Assessor/s: Lisa Sturis

========================================================================
Committee Recommendation :
Classify
Classification Standing Committee Recommendation:

Date: 03/08/2009
Date: 19/1 0/09

Council Resolution:

Date: 01/02/10

Owner Advised:
Local Government Authority Advised:
Heritage Council Advised:

Date:
Date:
Date:

Grey Shack Community, Shire of Dandaragan

Registration
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3.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Grey Shack Community is located 160kms north of Perth on the Western
Australian coast (Reserve No. 43284). This area is approximately 193
hectares. Around 120 shacks of various materials, including corrugated
galvanised iron, are located here and were constructed over several
decades. Limestone cliffs, mobile sand dunes and coastal vegetation are
natural features of this place.

4.

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
The settlement at Grey began in the 1930s and 40s when pastoralists and
their families holidayed at the coast. These settlements were also utilised by
cray fishers from the 1950s as they could base themselves closer to their
fishing grounds.

Similar settlements such as Wedge Island which developed around the
same time became popular with families who were seeking places to
holiday which were safe and offered a laid back lifestyle, especially from
the 1970s. 'Shacks' were constructed from mostly second hand materials
which were easy to transport as people learned to adapt their shacks to
the environment and conditions.
Grey was surveyed and gazetted as a town site in 1967/8 due to its growing
popularity however the development of a serviced town did not
eventuate. The place became an Unvested Reserve in 1995, when its
townsite status was revoked. 1
Currently the shack owners have a lease with the Department of
Environment and Conservation however this is due to expire in 2011.
5.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
There are many examples of similar shack communities across the country.
However in Western Australia, Grey and nearby Wedge Island are believed
to be the last remaining 'shack settlements' north of Perth due to the State
Government's Squatter Policy. There are other settlements south of Perth
including Windy Harbour and Broke Inlet however it is understood that the
management of these settlements are different and they have formalised
leases and Shire support.

Wedge Island developed in much the same way as Grey. With
approximately 320 shacks, it is one of the largest shack settlements in the
State. A Progress Association was formed in Wedge Island in 1968 to
improve the conditions of the place which is still active however it too is
under the same threat as Grey and the two associations are currently
working in partnership to save their respective settlements.
Other States

1 Notice given on the 28 February 1995 in the Government Gazette. Information provided by
Rhonda Hill (see National Trust's Heritage Department archive, ref: DAN5)

Grey Shack Community, Shire of Dandaragan
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There are numerous shack settlements across Australia. Tasmania is
estimated to have approximately 1335 shacks which are all subject to a
lease arrangement with the state government. Other shack settlements
include Innes National Park, South Australia; and within the Royal National
Park (NSW) there are small settlements at Bonnie Vale, South Era, Little
Garie, Burning Plains and Bulgo, among others.
6.

OTHER LISTINGS

nja
7.

ASSESSMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Aesthetic Value
The settlement forms a rare cultural landscape due to its isolation and
location in the Nambung National Park. It is a living remnant and fine
example of a vernacular recreational environment. Each shack is
distinctive as the resourcefulness of its owners is apparent through the use
of different materials.
Historic Value
The Grey Shack Community is an excellent example of a coastal
settlement originally established by farmers and fishermen in the 1930s to
1950s, and later becoming more permanent through holiday makers and
recreation activities.
Shack communities such as Grey contributed to the settlement of this area
and the growth of towns such as Lancelin and Jurien.
Scientific Value
Due to the isolation and lack of services, shack owners have found
inventive ways in which to construct the shacks and be self sufficient with
the provision of electricity and water through the use of generators and
water harvesting tanks.
Social Value
The Grey Shack Community demonstrates a way of life which is no longer
widely practiced due to stricter laws and governance. The holiday 'shack'
has been a significant aspect of Australian family recreation and
holidaying for many years.
The values and attitudes reflected in Grey, including 'making do',
resourcefulness and sense of community are important in understanding
the development of these settlements and to a wider degree, the
development of Australian culture.
The Grey Shack Community has high social value as demonstrated through
the leaseholders, friends, family and other visitors to the place. The
popularity and sense of community of shack settlements is evident through
the formation of the shack associations and the high level of interest that
the government's removal policy has brought.

Grey Shack Community, Shire of Dandaragan
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Rarity
Grey, along with Wedge Island are understood to be the last remaining
shack settlements on the coast north of Perth due to the State
Government's Squatter Policy which has lead to the removal of other
settlements by authorities.
Condition
Good
Integrity
High
Authenticity
High
8.

DESCRIPTION

The Grey Shack Community is located in the Shire of Dandaragan, 160kms
north of Perth on Reserve 43284.
This area is characterised by limestone headlands which form a bay in
which the settlement is kept relatively sheltered, however the winds can be
quite strong. In the middle of the settlement are large dune ridges, with
smaller, gently sloping, mobile dunes near the northern beach. Off the
coast is a reef formation which supports a handful of islands including
Green, Whittle and Buller. 2
Native coastal vegetation such as grasses and low shrubland cover the
area. As well, introduced species such as domestic grasses (e.g. buffalo)
and other trees including Norfolk Pines have been planted by the shack
leaseholders.3
There are approximately 120 shacks which have been built in a 'first come
first served' basis so the layout is irregular and ad hoc. In May and
Selwood's article Holiday Squatters in WA: Problems and Policies, the
informal arrangement of these shack settlements is described as follows,
'The age-old metes and bounds system of survey based on a series of
unplanned individual land claims, occupying preferred sites and linked by
access ways and communal space, has intrinsic value'.4
The vernacular shacks are mainly constructed of corrugated iron,
weatherboard, and some brick and concrete. Basic services such as water
and electricity are not present in the settlement, therefore rainwater tanks,
generators and other means are utilised to provide these basic services.
Grey Community and Conservation Association (Rhonda Hill), Grey and other Shack
Communities background information (National Trust Heritage Department Archive, ref: DAN5)
3 Grey and Wedge Masterplan pg 8
4 May, A and Selwood J, Holiday Squatters in Western Australia: Problems and Policies, Australian
Journal of Leisure and Recreation, Vol 2 No 2 (1992) P 21
2
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9.

HISTORY
Pre-1900s

The Grey Shack Community is located in Nambung National Park. This area
was first recorded on Dutch maps in the 1600s, including the Islands off the
coast near Grey.5
The Department of Indigenous Affairs have 15 identified sites with the
National Park's boundary which includes camp sites, artefact scatters and
ceremonial sites. In the past Aboriginal groups frequently visited this area,
especially in summer for its food resources and fresh water wells. Caves
which are found in the nearby area and the limestone ridge have both
cultural and spiritual significance. 6
After colonists started to settle in parts of Western Australia, in 1839, George
Grey (after who the settlement is named), who later became the Governor
of South Australia, travelled through the area after his ship was wrecked off
the coast. A few years later, it was explored by A.C. Gregory before being
surveyed by J.S. Brooking in 1874-75. Brooking gave the name 'Nambung'
to the River which flowed through this land.!
In the 1880s, the Old North Road stock route opened up parts of this area
for farmers and other travellers and was used by the army during World
War II. Later, better roads and tracks were formed and the stock route fell
out of use. 8
Post-1900s

Other towns in the area such as Lancelin, Jurien and Cervantes (gazetted
in 1954, 1956, 1962 respectfully) grew from the local fishing industry which
began to be established in the 1920-30s9 . It was also around this time that
the coast was becoming popular as a recreation and holiday retreat. The
shack settlement at Grey (which was originally known as 'Green IsletslO')
was established c. 1940s and along with other settlements such as Wedge
Island, it grew over the years as a result of the growing fishing industries as
well as holiday makers.
Grey has approximately 120 shacks 11 which have been built on Crown
land. After World War II, the popularity of this place grew, and as the usage
of 4 wheel drives increased, more people were able to access the
settlement which was otherwise difficult to reach.
The popularity of Grey was acknowledged when in 1967 the settlement
was surveyed and later gazetted in 1968. It was at this time when it was
Nambung National Park Management Plan, p20
Ibid. P 20
7 Ibid. P 20
8 Ibid. P 20
9 Ibid. P 21
10 Landgate: History of Country Town Names website. Retrieved 02/04/08
http://www ,1andgate .wa .gov .au / corporate .nsf/web /History+of+cou ntry+town+names+-+g
11 Wedge and Grey Master Plan, p46
5
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officially given the name 'Grey' after Sir George Grey.12 The Squatter Policy
which was introduced in 1989, has lead to the phased removal of other
squatter settlements. This was implemented on the grounds of
environmental conservation as well as issues regarding the legality of
private citizens building on publicly owned (national park) land. In 1995,
the place became an Unvested Reserve, when its townsite status was
revoked. 13
Grey shack leaseholders currently have a lease with the Department of
Environment and Conservation however, these are due to expire in 2011.
Settlements such as Grey and Wedge Island, which was Classified by the
National Trust in 2001 are believed to be the last remaining shack
settlements north of Perth as other sites have been removed by Local
Government Authorities under powers from the State Squatter Policy.
Shack settlements have been acknowledged in various reports, articles
and heritage assessments as having significant cultural heritage values 14,
but this hasn't prevented a policy of removal. Other states including
Tasmania and South Australia have been able to secure good outcomes
with shack leaseholders taking more responsibility for the condition of their
shacks and the environment and the State governments allowing them to
enter into legal agreements to stay on the publicly owned land. 15
There are conflicting attitudes in government and the community towards
the impact of squatters on the environment. The State Government is
taking the view that the only way to conserve and rehabilitate the natural
environment is to remove the shacks; but the heritage value of these
places need to also be recognised. May and Selwood wrote, 'Their
settlements reflect an adaptation to the environment rather than
dominance over it and their shacks are genuine examples of vernacular
architecture, and a reminder to us of an earlier era'.16
Shack settlements such as Grey embody a range of values and attitudes
which are inherent in the Australian culture. Attitudes such as 'making do',
inventiveness and self-help as well as values relating to recreation and
family/community can all be found in the development of these places
which is important as a reflection of Australia's development. These values
have been documented in past studies including a special
project/exhibition which was developed at Curtin University regarding the
Landgate: History of Country Town Names website
Notice given on the 28 February 1995 in the Government Gazette. Information provided by
Rhonda Hill (see National Trust's Heritage Department archive, ref: DAN5)
14 Documents and reports which have acknowledge the heritage values of shack communities
include, 'Holiday Squatters in Western Australia' Alan May and John Selwood in Australian
Journal of Leisure and Recreation, Vol 2, No 2 (1992); National Trust Classification for Wedge
Island (2000); Register of the National Estate entries for Burning Palms Settlement (NSW); Little
Garie Cabin Community (NSW) as well as Management Plans for various other sites.
15 Crown Lands (Shack Sites) Act 1997 (Tasmania) ; administered by the Department of Primary
Industries, Water and Environment (c.1990s)
16 May, A and Selwood J, Holiday Squatters in Western Australia: Problems and Policies, Australian
Journal of Leisure and Recreation, Vol 2 No 2 (1992) P 20
12

13
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nearby Wedge community.l? The ideas which were explored in this project
reflect similar shack communities including Grey. As well, a proposed study
into shack communities also through Curtin University commented on the
values these settlements reflect, 'Squatting has a long and venerable
history in Australia and despite their often illegal status squatters were an
admired group symbolising Australian self reliance, resourcefulness,
courage and disregard of hardship' .18 From a heritage perspective, the
values and attitudes which are reflected in places such as Grey are
important in understanding their development and to a wider degree, the
development of Australian culture.
In March 2008, Stage 1 of the new extended Indian Ocean Drive (Lancelin
to Cervantes Road) begun. This road provides an alternative route to Brand
Highway, avoiding heavy traffic and reducing travel time. Stage 2 has also
begun and it is due to be completed by 2011, 19 in which time the current
leases will expire. This new road is significant as it provides a more
convenient route for visitors to the area and Grey, impacting on a
community which has to date been quite isolated and difficult to access
except with 4 wheel drive vehicles.
A Master Plan was written for the Wedge Island and Grey settlements in
2000, however it did not recommend retaining the shack settlements. This
Mater Plan was done with community consultation. The feedback
demonstrated strong support for the protection of the shacks with many
leaseholders being prepared to pay extra and accept new management
strategies in order to retain the communities. Prior to this Plan, a
Management Plan for the Nambung National Park, which included
surrounding reserves as well as the Grey community was written (1998 2008). This too did not consider retention of the shack settlements.
Retention of shack communities is a contentious issue. Policies for the
removal of such settlements are based on environmental conservation;
exclusivity; and occupational health and safety of the settlements.
However, as other states have shown, many of these problems can be
overcome through careful management and in partnership with the shack
communities .
The Grey Community and Conservation Association along with a similar
Association at Wedge Island, have been campaigning for the retention
and protection of their communities for some time and are willing to find

17 Tiwari, R and Churchill, L. 'Transgressions of Domestic Space at Wedge: At the Frontline
Between Everyday + Extra-Everyday, Between Nature and Culture (2004).
http://humanities.curtin.edu.au/about/staff/staffprofiles/local/docs/reena/wedge /index.htm
18 Stephens, J., Tiwari, R., Seal, G., (2006) "Coastal Squatter Settlements in Western Australia :
Sustain ability, Cultural Heritage and Identity", Australian Research Council Discovery Grant
Application. Perth; Curtin University
19 Main Roads WA website. Retrieved 25 March 2009.
http://www.mainroads.wa.gov.au/BuildingRoads/Projects/RuraIProjects/Pages/indian.aspx#curr
ent
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compromises and models based on interstate examples in which to create
favourable outcomes for all stakeholders.
10.
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11. LOCATION MAP (Provided by Rhonda Hill, Grey Community and
Conservation Association)
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12.

SITE PLAN A (Landgate)
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SITE PLAN B (Provided by Rhonda Hill, Grey Community and Conservation
Association)
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13.

FLOOR PLANS

n/o
14.

PHOTOGRAPHS (Provided by Rhonda Hill, Grey Community and
Conservation Association)
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mSTORIC PLACES ASSESSMENT FORM
BUILT ENVIRONMENT I HISTORIC SITES
I.

IDENTIFICATION / LOCA TION
Current Nnme of PlAce:

Wedge Islnnd Settlement

Other Names:

Wedge IshlOd Squatter shacks

Street Address of Property:

Wedge Island, 25 kms nOl1h of Lan colin.

Locnl Government Authority:

Shire of DlIndarngan

Tille Dctnils: Lot No:

Unvested Reserve 43283

Original Owner:

Crown

Current Owner - Name:
Address:

Munagement & control of CALM
CALM JDImh Road, Belltl(!y 6102 WA.

Current Occupnnt:

320 private lenses, 6 crnyfishing opcrntiolls.

ArchitecUDesigncr:

Builder: owner built

Prominent Associated Person/s:
JA Wedg\!, Egan family (typifies the plm::e)
Construction Dnte; mid 1950s
Alteration/Additions Date: continuous evolution
Originnl Usc:
pnstornl grnzing, recreational & fishing nctivities
Current Usc:
recrentionnl & fishing activities
Conservation Recommendations (Snlllllln.ry only)
Thnt n Conservalion Plan be pn:parcd for the plnce and lIll archival record bc produced including a photographic illld oral
histOlY. A representative group of shacks should be identified, conserved and interpreted.
Heritage Integrity (ie: any subsequent changes which may aITcel hisiorievnlllc)
The plaee has a high degree of integrity ns it represents the evolution of nn Australian seltlemenl, cienrly revealing the
ingenuity and improvisation of the ndhoe locations, building materials, designs nnd installation of services. Negotiate any
further developmenllaking plnce in close proximity.
Extent of Assessment (ie: SllCcilic clements included in nssessment)
The seUlemcnt as delined by Reserve 43283
TYlle of Assessment (ic: n Jllncc. group, precinct, stn."CIsC<l]le. conscrvnliollllren ctc)
Conservlltion Group
2.

Statement of Significance (refer 10 a!laChlllcnL~ ror expanded stalement of significance.)
Wedge Island Settlemcnt, n group orapproxinmtely 320 shacks. moslly eormgated iron clad, silUnlcd in nil ndhoc layout in the sand-dunes ;1t Wedge Island. is of considernble cultural heriwge signiJ1ennce to the
community of Wedge Island and the Stille of Western AUSlmlia for the following rcasons;
(he ad-hoc ill110Vnlio11 of the evolution of cnch shack is typicuJly AU5lmliun in the elhos of 'make-do' and is
clearly recognisable, individually idcllIifiable and highly valued:
nssociutiolls with professional lishennun who have continucd 10 opemte commercial operaliolls:
the evcr prescnt, cUSllal. sharing. co-operation, and openly inclusive social interaction of the communilY:
the memories of holidays. special visitors and events thnl huve takcn plut.:c tllill contribute to the wry special
scnsc of place for generntions of community thnt com!! from all walks of life:
is the lasl remnining. ;Jnd largest example of a squntter shack settlement thnt demonslrnles; a way of lire for generations
of Westcrn Australian families und 'muke-do' philosophy of the establishment and subsequent development of the
shacks.

Assessment Team: Laura GrilY Whcatbcll heritage mlviscr. PO Do.~ 2 Two Rocks 6037 956 I 6695io association with WIPA
(Wedgc Island Protection Associ;]lion (Inc) )
Dntc: 27 Augllsl2001
COlnmillcc Rccol1ullcndnlion;
CI1I5sificnlion SIlUldiJlg COllllnillc~ Recommendation:

Council Resolution:

Owner Advj!icrJ:
Govemmclll Authority Advised:
Herilngc COllncil Advised:
Dnlc
LOClll

Austmliilll I'lcritnge Commission Fonn Completed I1nd SCII!:
Illlcrilll Listing
ACCCIJlcd 011 the National Estille Register:

RegislrnliOlI DllIe:

Date: 03/091100 l.
Dnle: 15/1 0/200 I.
Date: IOil 21200 l.
Dnte:
Dale:
Dale:
DJtc:
DiltC:
Dille:
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3.
DESCHlPTJON
The Wedge 1~ll1nd settlement is located on a promontory 011 the const. approxinwlcly 25 kilometres north of Lilncelin. It is only
ilcccssible vin n fom wheel drive track .
On the point of Ihe promontory is a wedge slmpc:d island that gives its Ilnmc to thl!
sctllement. Tile small uninhabited islnnd.ls..a~c~ssiblc by w[llking ilCroSS at low tide.
. . ~ - .
The 320 squnltcr shacks comprising the settlement of Wedge Islnnd prescnt an ad hoe layout as they neslh: into the snnd-hills
immedi;ltdy adjaccnt to Ihe beach. A line of shacks dot the skyline along the firsl row of sand-hills. but most shucks ncstlt.: Hlmosl
tlJlobtl'llsively into the nmural environmcnt oflile sand-Ilil!s and arc connccted by a series of carth tracks.
Eileh place displays its own individuality in ils loc.1tion. setting, outbuildings. construction millerials, and Ollt: of Ule most distinctivc
clements; tbe pilrnphernalin that is on tbe roof. There IIrc no rences or specific dclineation of property boundaries. although each
shack has a selling, including garcicils. gr.1SS. pnving. or just Ihe natllwl clwironmenl.
I\'\ost or the Sh3ck.~ nre clad with corrugated iroll on the walls and roof. There arc few windows in evidenct.:, most openings arc
shut1crs. The roofs orc pn:dominalltly gable.. TIle floor plans arc Illostly rectangular although muny shacks hove developed ovcr time
with extra rooms and outbuildings nddcd. TIle provision or watcr and hot water services are the Inost obvious extemal service
features of the shacks with mnny showing ev idcncc of the development of severn I systems on the roofs.
TIIC internal fitouts nrc generally rudimentary but limctional.
Ivlos! pfm:es show evidence ofconsidcmble rust. Thc extremely 11OSl.ilC environmcnt certainly expedites the ongoing evolution ofthc
SCltJcnlcnt nnd the plnces ill it. a.~ most metals rust or tllrnish and need rcplncement.
TIll.: places nrc generally in a functional
condition. Some plnees arc used and maintained more oneil than others. Ovcrallihe plut:c is in fair to good condition.

4.

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Tbl! post European history of lhe Wedge lslnnd urea of the Dandaragan region began in the eurly Ili40s whcll the colony's
fledging pastoral induSl!)' WIlS establishing. PiI~tomlists from Toodyay incrcnsingly moved their flocks north into lhe Victoria
Plains ullder the care of shepherds in outposts-the coloniul practice ol'sqllatling.
/\fter Clmmpion Bay was opened liP for pastoralism in tile 1850s. the coastal plain beclU1H: a through way and for depastlll'ing
stot.:k on way from northern pastoral lands to market in P<)rlh. The slock route \Vns gllzetted in 1862. By the late I860s.
pastomlisls from Moorn moved livestock to the coastal plain for summer grazing.
In 1903, l/\. Wcdgl! !lcquircd the large coastal rim of Woolen Woolca and in 1909, he took Minimgarra, 15 miles cast south east
or Wedgc Island. allowing him to co-ordinatc the constnnt movement of cattle m:ross the coastal plain in sl;:arch of suitable
pastures.
Wedge Islund and thc const in thai vicinity remained isolated.
/\!ier 1931. Bob Wedge established n slmck ul W\.!dge Island and initiated what was to become a ritual for thouslIOds orpeop lc
eve!)' year.
In 1938. thc problem or Inck of lack of development of the coastal plain was addressed in a Royal Commission that idcntilkd
the main probh:m as Illck offunds for infmstructure to the coastal plnin from Dandaragnn Road Board .
With the advcnt of World Wllr Two, the /\tJstmlhm Military forces kept a close coast wntch. Entry into the urea was by pcnnit
only. At the end of the occupation, the AMf destroyed (blcw up) uny remaining evidence ofhabilmion 011 thc coast.
/\lthough fishing bonts have operated ofT lhe coast since t 900. the eray fishing industry WitS cOl1sidcrnbly developed afler World
War Two whcn fisbesmen established Ijlcir bascs in close proximity to the fishing grounds.
In lhe immediate post wm period, people used tbe vnriolls military tracks to discover secluded fishing and recreational spots
along the eonstal plain. establ ishing shacks in informal settings.
13y the mid 19505. many families Irolll the f(lnning arcas cast or the coast traveled to the const for a holidny ailer hnrvesl. Other
people escapcd from suburbia and a rontim: working life for the freedom or the great ontdoors.
Alan Egan's '15socinlion is somewhat typical of how the place cvoll'ed. In the mid 1950s he set out to lind u good fishing spot.
At that time, thcre was only one building at Wedge Island. und only one cray fisherman was openlling from thcre. The fishing
was so good tllat A. Egan deciucd to build a sImek. primarily to house (he bonl. The slmck necessarily developed over time.
111 1968, Alan Egan and Vit: Davis built separate shacks on the bench front for their fnmilies. Till: Eglin shack was constructed
or tractor casing timbl!rs with a corrugated iron rool: utilising driftwood for roof timbers. Thl! construction is typical or a :;;hllck
in that it is or incxpensive ensily tfansponcd mnterials capable of being constructed by the owner on site. Egan's shack still
exists.
In 1968. the Wedge Island community formed n Progress Association with the object of improving conditions us the shacks
were undcr t Ilf(,:at of demolition by thc loco I authority.
Families returned to the settlemcnt year after ycnr for the Christmas holidays and EaSier und nny others they could gel.
Generations offnmilics hovc experienced the place.
In 1980, legislation \Vns introduced to provide the necessary means to remove squatlers from public IrUlds. In 1983. Stale
Cabinet cndorsed n position paper on coas1ll1 planning and management in Western Australin. The report set out broad poliCies
for coastnl arens including squatter settlements. tlwt were not considered ncceptable. In 1989, u pollcy ror the administration of
the squatter shack eradication was adopted,
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111 1994. CALM Ilegotiated with the Shire of Dmldmagan to tak!.: o\'cr the Wedge Island und Grey squatter
Ullvestcd reserves were created and each settlement wns placed under the managcmentund control orCALM.

scttlemenl~.

In 2000, n Master Plan was prepured. It does not consider tbe retention of tbe Wedge Island shu!.:k:;. The Wedge Island
Protection Assoeiulion (WIPA) Imve sought legal udvice on the inlerpretntion of Ihe squatter policy.
In 200 I. there arc 5 rllil season and (l'ne ~1~rll1ittent erny 'fishing boats opemling from Wedge Island.
recognised as a special case.

.,.:;

- .,

The lishermcn arc

Wedge bland settlement bas negotiated a reprie\'c in Ihe short lenll.
It is estimated thnt 2500 people holiday at Wedge Island evcry Christmas holiday period. Tbose users an: predominantly family
groups. The 320 existing leases do not udcquately indicate thc extensive nssoeirllions with the place, estimated to be up to
10,000 direel users of the squatters shncks at Wedge Island. Wedge Island is believed to be the lnrgest settlement of squatter
~blleks in Allslraliu. Wedge Island is recognised as place of internnt ionnl tourism interest in recent years as the inbollnd tOllr
opemlors include Wcdge Island in itinernry oflhe 4 wheel drive tours 10 Ihe 'Pinnacles' further north up the coast.
5.

CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS

That a Conservation Plan be prepared for the place and an archival record be produced including a photographic and
oral history. A repreSenL'ltive group of shacks should be identified, conserved and interpreted.
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APPENDIX 1.

2.0 ASSESSMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE continued .
. .
~-

The evidence in this section is considered in terms of the Heritage Council of Western Australia's
Criteria for Entry in the Register of Heritage Places (1996); it considers the documentary and
physical evidence prior to the formulation of Statement of Significance.
This assessment was prepared from the documentary, oral and physical evidence, and is based on
objective judgments relating to authenticity and development of the place.
1.1 Aesthetic Value
Criterion 1 It is significant in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristic.

1.1 .1.

Importance to a community for aesthetic characteristics.

1.1.2

Importance for its creative design or artistic excellence, innovation or achievement.

1.1 .3

Importance for its contribution to the aesthetic values of the setting demonstrated
by a landmark quality or having impact on important vistas or otherwise contributing to
the identified aesthetic qualities of the cultural environs or the natural landscape within
which it is located.

1.1.4

In the case of an historic precinct, importance for the aesthetic character created
by the individual components which collectively form a Significant streetscape,
townscape or cultural environment.
The ad-hoc innovation of the evolution of each shack that contributes to the
entire settlement at Wedge Island, is typically Australian in the ethos of 'makedo' and is clearly recognisable, individually identifiable and highly valued by the
Wedge Island community and visitors for that aesthetic. (Criterion 1.1)
The shackS represent an important record of the typical ingenuity and
innovation of Australians creating their 'home', in this case holiday homes. The
isolation of the settlement serves to further demonstrate the innovation and
achievement of the type and use of materials in the location, design,
construction and installation of services to the shacks. (Criterion 1.2)
The Wedge Island Settlement demonstrates a landmark quality on the coast
within an expanse that is otherwise undeveloped natural environment. The
settlement forms a very distinctive and identifiable cultural environment of
fishermen's and holiday shacks in a sand dune location. (Criterion 1.3)
Each shack has an individual character created by the innovation of the owner
builder and is clearly identifiable from other shacks. Collectively, the 320
shacks form a very distinctive cultural environment that demonstrates an
aesthetic of adhoc ingenuity in the coastal sandhills setting of-Wedge Island.
(Criterion 1.4)

2.0 Historic Value
Criterion 2 It is significant in the evolution or pattern of the history of Western Australia.
2.1. Importance for the density or diversity of cultural features illustrating the human occupation
and evolution of the locality, region or the State.
2.2. Importance in relation to an event, phase or activity of historic importance in the locality,
region or the State.
2.3. Importance for its close association with an individual or individuals whose life, works or
activities have been significant within the history of the nation, State or region.
2.4 Importance as an example of technical, creative, design or artistic excellence, innovation or
achievement in a particular period.
Wedge Island Settlement is important in illustrating the diversity and sameness
of design, materials and construction methods, and location of the shacks in the
Wedge Island sand dunes. The shacks clearly show the diversity of human
occupation in the development of the squatter shacks settlement of the mid
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west coast through the 1950s when families created a distinct lifestyle in their
own home away from home. (Criterion 2.1)
The land on which the Wedge Island Settlement is located was part of the
coastal pla.in. ~9 for summer depasturing by the pioneer pasto~ali~ who.
continued the "Australian Squatter tradition' from the eastern coionies.
(Criterion 2.2)
Wedge Island Settlement is one many squatter settlements that were
established along the central west coast between Yanchep and Geraldton
around the mid twentieth century. The squatter shack settlements are being
systematically demolished under the provisions of the Squatter Shack Policy,
and few remain to demonstrate that significant period in the mid 20th century
when families ventured to the coast to forge a recreational lifestyle away from
home. The shacks individually and as a settlement clearly demonstrate the
innovation and achievements of many people of a like minded people in the mid
century decades, in the locations, designs, materials and workmanship of the
shacks as they created a lifestyle on the coast. (Criterion 2.2)

Wedge island settlement demonstrates a clear link between the original pastoral
squatter and the modern day squatters of the mid 20 century a hundred years
later. (Criterion 2.2)
Wedge Island Settlement has significant associations with a number of
professional fisherman who originally established at the site and have continued
to operate commercial operations from their shacks at Wedge Island. (Criterion
2.3)
The association with JE Wedge and later Bob Wedge are significant for the
association with the name (although common belief is that the island was
named by early explorers) and place with their early association with the coastal
plain, the track through their pastoral leases to the coast, and the establishment
of the nst known 'holiday' shack at Wedge Island in the mid 1930s. (Criterion
2.3)
The lifestyle attracts people from all walks of life to the Wedge Island Settlement
and over the years there have been many associations with prominent people
and identities as well as many 'average' families, all with the same desire for the
lifestyle and community of Wedge Island. (Criterion 2.3)
The remaining shacks at Wedge Island Settlement clearly demonstrate a
phenomena of the mid 1950s and the subsequent evolution of the shacks
through the development of external entertainment areas, replacement
claddings, and improved fitouts and services since that time. Individually and
as a settlement, the shacks clearly demonstrate the innovation and
achievements of many people as they created a lifestyle. on the coast.
(Criterion 2.4)

3.0 Scientific Value
Criterion 3A It has demonstrable potential to yield information that wifl contribute to an
understanding of the natural or cultural history of Western Australia.

3.1

Importance for information contributing to a wider understanding of natural or
cultural history by virtue of its use as a research site, teaching site, type locality,
reference or benchmark site.

3.2

Importance for its potential to yield information contributing to a wider
understanding of the history of human occupation of the locality, region or the state.
Wedge Island Settlement clearly contributes to an understanding of the history
of human occupation of the locality and the state, as generations of families
have spent months of every year away from their 'normal' lives to experience
the unique lifestyle afforded by the shacks, their isolation, and the close
proximity to the ocean. (Criteria 3.2)
Squatter settlements were evident along much of the mid west coast until recent
years, and Wedge Island Settlement remains as a testimony to the unique way
of life that can never be replicated in the future due to government regulations
Wedge Islnnd Settlement.
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that have since been put in place to prevent such settlement taking place.
(Criteria 3.2)

Criterion 38 It is significant in demonstrating
3.3

a high degree of technical innovation or ac/}ievement

Importance for its teEhnical,innovation or achievement.

-

.,.,;. "

Wedge Island Settlement clearly demonstrates technical innovation and
achievement in the development of the shacks, but more importantly in the
development of services. Most shacks evidence the development of water
catchment and services, hot water systems, lighting systems, ablution systems
and radio and television reception. (Criteria 3.3)

4.0 Social Value
Cn'terion 4 It is significant through association with a community or cultural Complex in Western
Australia for social, cultura', education or spiritual reasons.
4.1
4.2

Importance as a place highly valued by a community or cultural Complex for
reasons of social, cultural, religious, spiritual, aesthetic or educational associations.
Importance in contributing to a community's sense of place.
Wedge Island Settlement is highly valued by the community of Wedge Island
shack owners, their families and friends and generations of the same, for the
unique lifestyle that is experienced at the place. Social interaction is ever
present, casual, sharing and openly inclusive. (Criterion 4.1)
The culture of the place is highly valued for that casual social interaction, but
also for the lifestyle of 'the great outdoors', fishing, swimming, diving, boating,
beach walks, relaxing, four wheel driving, etc. The ad-hoc development of the
shack settlement demonstrates community co-operation and sharing what they
recognise as a 'special' way of life. (Criterion 4.1)
The community of Wedge Island shack owners, their families and friends and
generations of the same, value the unique lifestyle that is experienced at the
place and the memories of holidays, special visitors and events that have taken
place. The sense of place is profound and highly valued. (Criterion 4.2)
The importance of the place to the local community is demonstrated by
formation of the Wedge Island Progress Association in 1968, and the more
recent formation of the Wedge Island Protection Association, and their
development of the 'Proposal for a Coastal Heritage Village at Wedge !sland' in
1999, and their continuing dialogue with CALM, including the compilation of
'Wedge and Grey Master Plan 2000' in order to retain the essential sense of the
Wedge Island Settlement. (Criterion 4.2)

5.0 Degree of Significance ~ Rarity
Criterion 5 It demonstrates rare, uncommon or endangered aspects of tile cultural heritage of
Western Australia.
5.1 Importance for rare, endangered or uncommon structures, landscapes or phenomena.
5.2lmportance in demonstrating a distinctive way of life, custom, process, land-use, function or
design no longer practised in, or in danger of being lost from, or of exceptional interest to.
the locality, region or the State.
Wedge Island Settlement is an uncommon phenomenon. of which there were
several along the mid west coast. It is now a rare as it is the largest remaining
squatter shack settlement in Western Australia and is very important in
representing the evolution of the unique way of life associated with the
development of. and the people and lifestyle associated with, the settlement and
its location in the sand hills at Wedge Island (Criterion 5.1)
Wedge Island settlement demonstrates a distinctive way of life, custom, and land-use,
that is in danger of being lost from the Western Australian experience. It is of
exceptional interest to the locality of Wedge Island, the mid west coastal region and
the State, as the largest remaining example of a squatter shack settlement that
demonstrates; a unique way of life for generations of Western Australian families,
innovation and 'make-do' philosophy in the transport of materials, locations, design,
use of materials, installation of services and construction of shacks. The ad-hoc
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development of the shacks demonstrates community co-operation and sharing. The
manner of squatter settlement, the ad-hoc development of the settlement and the
construction of the shacks, is no longer practised and therefore Wedge Island
Settlement is an important representation of a 'culture' in danger. of. being lost.
(Criterion 5:2) ~ - .,.;
6.0 Degree of Significance - Representativeness
Criterion 6 It is significant in demonstrating the characteristics of a class of cultural places or
environments in the State.

6.1

Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a range of landscapes
or environments, the attributes of which identify it as being characteristic of its class.

6.2lmportance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a. range of human activities
(including way of life, philosophy, custom, process, land-use, function, design or
technique) in the environment of the locality, region or the State.
Wedge Island Settlement very clearly demonstrates the principal characteristics
of the cultural environment of a squatter shack settlement. The identifying
attributes include; remote location, coastal dunes location, ad-hoc development
of the settlement, innovative use of materials, deSign, construction methods,
ingenuity of service installation and operations, family associations,
generational inheritance of the shacks, unique outdoors lifestyle, and
community co-operation. (Criterion 6.1)
Wedge Island Settlement very clearly demonstrates a range of human activities
associated with 'recreational pursuif, including the lifestyle, recreational and
social activities that take place. Similarly the land use is specific to squatter
settlements in the adhoc evolution of the community as each shack nestles into
sandhills and sites are selected by means of community negotiation. (Criterion
6.2)
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7.0 STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Wedge Island Settlement, a group of approximately 320 shacks, mostly corrugated iron clad,
situated in an ad-hoc layout in the sand-dunes at Wedge Island, is of considerable cultural heritage
significance to the community .of. W~c!.ge Island and the state of Western Australia (or th~f~wing .
reasons;
'the ad-hoc innovation of the evolution of each shack is typically Australian in
the ethos of 'make-do' and is clearly recognizable, individually identifiable and
highly valued for that aesthetic;
the shacks represent an important record of the typical ingenuity and innovation
of Australians creating their 'home', [n this case holiday homes;
the isolation of the settlement serves to further demonstrate the innovation and
achievement of the type and use of materials in the location, design,
construction and installation of services to the shacks;
Wedge Island Settlement is a landmark on the coast within an expanse that is
otherwise undeveloped natural coastal environment and forms a very distinctive
and identifiable cultural environment of fishermen's and holiday shacks;
The development of the squatter shacks settlement of the mid west coast in the
late 1930s and through the 1950s when families created a distinct lifestyle in
their own home away from home;
The largest remaining of many squatter settlements that were established along
the central west coast between Yanchep and Geraldton around the mid
twentieth century, that are now being systematically eradicated;
significant associations with professional fisherman who originally established at
the site and have continued to operate commercial operations;
significant associations with the Wedge family who were associated with
pastoral squatting in the region, and established what was arguably the first
squatters 'holiday' shack at Wedge Island in the mid 1930s;
the lifestyle that has attracted people from all walks of life;
the remaining shacks at Wedge Island Settlement clearly demonstrate a
phenomena of the mid 1950s and the subsequent evolution of the shaCks;
the unique way of life that can never be replicated in the futUre due to
government regulations;
the technical innovation and achievement in the development of the shacks'
services;
the ever present, casual, sharing, co-operation, and openly inclusive social
interaction of the community;
the lifestyle of 'the great outdoors';
the memories of holidays, special visitors and events that have taken place that
contribute to the very special sense of place for generations of the community
from all walks of life;
the formation of the Wedge Island Protection Association, and their proactive
approach to the future retention and development of the place;
Wedge Island Settlement represents the evolution of the unique lifestyle in the
sandhills at Wedge Island; and.
is the largest remaining example of a squatter shack settlement that demonstrates; a
way of life for generations of Western Australian families, innovation and 'make-do'
philosophy in the establishment and development of the shacks.
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APPENDIX 2.
WEDGE ISLAND SQUATTER SHACK SETTLEMENT

History
The post European history of the Wedge Island area of the Dandaragan region to the earlY:?l840s .
when the colony's fledging pastoral industry was establishing,

Pastoralists who had established

pastoral in Toodyay namely James Drummond, researched botanical features of the region,
extending into the Victoria Plains and discovering good grazing land in the process,

Despite

opposition from the Governor (Hutt), the Toodyay pastoralists increasingly moved their flocks north
into the Victoria Plains under the care of shepherds in outposts,
The pastoral development dispossessed the Aboriginals of the land, broke the law by squatting on
Crown land and subsequently facilitated the development of the land,

Most notable shepherds

were the MacPherson brothers who worked for Drummond, Also as early as 1841 , Jas Drummond
jnr applied to purchase land on the Moore River (to Gov Hutt) who declined - the colonial practice
of squatting was adopted. In 1846, the Benedictines settled on the banks of the Moore River at
New Norcia.

By the late 1840s, William Brockman of the Swan Valley and Edward Conlin

(,Yatheroo') pastoral.

In the mid 1850s, Champion Bay was opened up for pastoralism and the

Dandagaran area was a through way with pastoralists depasture stock at Dandaragan on way to
market in Perth.
In 1853, Samuel Walcott took up 20,000 acre pastoral lease of Mimigarra. Due to dingo problems, he ran
cattle & pigs. In 1855, Robert Brockman, brother of William Locke Brockman took over the lease . From
1861, W (William) Robert Williams (married Ellen Whitfield of Cowalla) took over the Mimigarra lease.
The main north south stock route along coastal plain was gazetted in 1862 - one of the freshwater
swamps along the track was at Mimigarra, approximately 15 miles east south east of Wedge Island.
By the late 1860s, James Clinch (Berkshire Valley) had purchased a small freehold property to augment
his pastoral leases and moved livestock to the coastal plain for summer grazing.
By 1875, a number of prominent pastoralists had established pastoral properties in the vicinity of Wedge
Island, on the coastal plain, primarily for depasturing the stock on way to Perth markets. Many Aboriginal
employees on the larger pastoral stations, shepherding the remote flocks of sheep.
The Mimigarra lease was abandoned when the Midland Railway land grant acquisition in 1887 selected
the land which was part of an 87,000 acre parcel of coastal plain in the Wedge Island vicinity.
In 1891, a number of well established pastoral properties came under the ownership of the New Zealand
and Australian Land Company, including coastal plain properties for summer gr~zing .
Sand plains
grazing limited due to poison plants that gave rickets (coast disease).
In 1903, J.A. Wedge acquired the large coastal run of Woolca Woolca pastoral station. John Edward
Wedge (1857-1922) married Isabella Elizabeth Williams (daughter ofW.J. Williams) in 1896, He served
on the Dandaragan Road Board in 1908. After W.J. Williams died in 1909, the entire 14,560 acres of
Mimigarra was purchased from the family estate by John E Wedge and he re-occupied the property, The
location allowed him to co-ordinate the constant movement of cattle across the coastal plain in search of
suitable pastures,
Although the coastal plains remained isolated there were attempt in the 1920s to open up the coast as a
holiday destination. A number of families from Dandaragan and Moora traveled to Sandy Cape for their
holidays, and such was the popularity that the Dandaragan Road Board declared the area a reserve and
began charging a fee to those who constructed shacks.
Wedge Island and the coast in that vicinity remained isolated during inter-war years.
In 1931, J.E. Wedge's son Bob (WR) Wedge had a new home built, after his marriage to Dorothy Stevens
of Bindoon. He also purchased Caro (another important indigenous swamp area on the coastal plain)
from Sarah Bashford in 1933, and together with his brother Fred (FA) Wedge, developed one of the most
outstanding beef cattle enterprises in the state. It is during that time, that Bob Wedge established a shack
at Wedge Island and initiated what was to become a ritual for thousands of people every year.
Wedge IsI!lIl{J Settlem ent.
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In 1938, the problem of the coastal plain was addressed 1938 Honorary Royal Commission on Light
Lands and Poison Infected Lands, at which time the main problem that was identified was the lack of
funds for infrastructure to the coastal plain from Dandaragan Road Board.
With the advent of World War T~0.J.h_e Australian MHitary Forces established large garTTP..s·aWin Oin and
Dandaragan and kept a close watcn on the sparsely populated area towards the coast. Coast watchers
were based in army lookouts. Entry into the area was by permit only. After the AMF evacuated the area
at the end of the war, they destroyed all remaining evidence of any built form by blowing it up, including
Wedge's shack.
Although fishing boats have operated off the coast since 1900, the cray fishing industry was further
developed after World War Two when the enormous potential of the industry was further indicated by US
servicemen. More fishermen established their bases in close proximity to the fishing grounds.
In the immediate post war period, people used the various military tracks to discover secluded fishing and
recreational spots along the coastal plain, establishing shacks in informal settings.
By the mid 1950s, the Wedge family were one of only three permanent settlements on the coastal plain in
the Dandaragan region. Although their Wedge Island shack had been removed by the AMF after the war,
the Wedge family re-established. John Duggan from Yerecoin continued to use the coastal plain for
summer grazing, although there was a decline in leaseholds after the NZ & Australian Land Company left.
There were restrictions during war and the government determined that the soils were too poor for land
settlement.
Many families from the farming areas east of the coast traveled to the coast for a holiday after
harvest.

Other people escaped from suburbia and a routine working life for the freedom of the

great outdoors.
Alan Egan's association is somewhat typical of how the place evolved. In the mid 19505 he set out with a
find a good fishing spot. At that time, there was only one building at Wedge Island, and only one cray
fisherman was operating from there.
Soon after the initial visit, Alan Egan took along a few fishing
mates. The fishing was so good at Wedge Island, that they decided to build a shack, primarily to house
the boat. It was a case of the boat or the people in the shack. It was very rudimentary with an earthen
fioor and candles for lighting . The shack necessarily developed over time.
Access to Wedge Island was from Gin Gin, Cowalla and Sappers Road, and it usually took two hours.
There were no private 4 wheel drive vehicles then. On a particularly rough section of the track, it was
common to see a snake and it is named 'Snake Gully' There is also a well along the track, claimed to
have been a Benedictine well.
In 1968, Alan Egan and Vic Davis built separate shacks on the beach front for their families. The Egan
shack was constructed of tractor casing timbers with a corrugated iron roof, utilising driftwood for roof
timbers. The construction is typical of a shack in that it is of inexpensive easily transported materials
capable of being constructed by the owner on site. Egan's shack still exists.
In 1968, the Wedge Island community formed a Progress Association with the object of improving
conditions, at which time Grey was under consideration as a town site, and other settlements including
'
Wedge Island, were under th.reat of eradication.
Families returned to the settlement year after year for the Christmas holidays and Easter and any others
they could get Generations of families have experienced the freedom of the place with a community
watch.
In 1980, legislation was introduced to provide the necessary means to remove squatters from public
lands. Subsequently the coast of the Shire of Gin Gin Was cleared in the early 1980s.
In 1983, State Cabinet endorsed a position paper on coastal planning and management in Western
Australia. The report set out broad policies for coastal areas including squatter settlements, that were not
considered acceptable. In 1988, work commenced on developing a policy for the administration of the
policy pertaining to squatter shacks. It was adopted in 1989. The Shire of Coorow demolished all the
shacks on their coast in 1994, although a number have been relocated within the Shire of Irwin. Leases
in Shires of Carnamah, Irwin and Dandaragan have expired.
In 1994, CALM negotiated with the Shire of Dandaragan to take over the Wedge Island and Grey squatter
settlements. Unvested reserves were created and each settlement was placed under the management
and control of CALM.
In 2000, a Master Plan was prepared in consultation with stakeholders. The Master Plan does not
consider the retention of the Wedge Island shacks. The Wedge Island Protection Association (WIPA- the
Wedge Island Settlement. 10

incorporated version of the Wedge Island Progress Association formed in 1968) have sought legal advice
on the interpretation of the squatter policy on the basis of tourism, land planning and environmental
actions, heritage, synergy, and exclusivity. WIPA propose a scenario that accommodates the retention of
_
shacks in association with new development.
. . -= - ~ - .In 2001, there are 5 full season arid one intermittent cray fishing boats operating from Wedge Island,
providing accommodation for skippers and two crew for each boat. The government recognizes they are
a special case and has allowed them to continue to operate, although long term they will be relocated to
an appropriate 'fishing development node'.
Wedge Island settlement has negotiated a reprieve in the short term.
It is estimated that 2500 people holiday at Wedge Island every Christmas holiday period. Those users
are predominantly family groups. The 320 existing leases do not adequately indicate the extensive
associations with the place, estimated to be up to 10,000 direct users of the squatters shacks at Wedge
Island. Wedge Island is believed to be the largest settlement of squatter shacks in Australia.
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APPENDIX 3
IWEDGE ISLAND SETTLEMENT and the EGAN FAMILyl
.

~-

lOUR HISTORY SPANNING NEARLY FIFTY YEAR~

The earliest history of the settlement at Wedge, as known to liS goes back to the early to mid
1950's.
My Father, Alan EGAN, first went to Wedge with an acquaintance, a Beekeeper from the Gingin
area, Bert DAWE.
They originally travelled there in my Father's near new 1954 Holden FJ Panel van

to explore the

area, as it was believed to be a 'good fishing' spot.

At this time there was only one building of SOits constructed there. It can only be described as a
'hut'. There was a back wall, part of a roof and an old wood stove inside.
It was situated near the main access h'ack through the sand dunes, 110t far fi'om back from the
beach in the settlement area.
Only one cray fisherman was known to operate back then. His name is believed to be similar to
"BRAGG".
Soon after this initial visit, my Father brought along aJ1d two of his best fishing mates, Vic
DA VIS and JOhIU1Y GRAHAM.
They considered the area to be an excellent fishing spot, so decided to build a shack there,
particularly to hOllse their boat.
This shack was constructed at a site neru' the "Pie shop", or First Aid Post, where it strulds today.
The shack was dual purpose as it housed their 16ft wooden boat.
When the boat was removed from the shack, the shack was then used for shel,ter.
There were doubJe bunks constructed against the walls 8l1d cupboards, along with an old wood
stove were installed in the shack.
Candles were used for lighting, until a generator was obtained, and there was no flooring, so the
sandy floor didn't help much to keep the fine sru1d from filling lip the eyes by the morning.
This shack was later added onto for comfol1 and to cater for all our frunilies.
I remember enjoying many a holiday at Wedge in those days, along with members of our
families.
Wedge style of "living" is well entrenched in all our lives.
Some of the early occupiers of Wedge in those early days were:
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Ron LOCKWOOD, AI BACON, Jimmy BARWICK, Maurie HERDSMAN, Alan EGAN (My
Father), John GRAHAM & Vic DAVIS .
In these days the only access to ~e.9ge was by way of what is now known as the ."tUrkeA'ack".
This track still is a long and winding one which ventures well in land before turning towards the
coast.

We usually travelled in Dad's EJ Holden work Ute, or the family car, a Holden FE sedan, no one
had a 4 WD then.

Original access to the settlement from was from Gingin, Cowalla and Sappers Roads.

Travelling along the track usually took us two houl's to complete. I remember when the Island
was in sight we had to negotiate a very rough section Imown as "Snake-gully". In this area it was
common to see many a snake, hence om name for the area.
The track then meandered north past the drifting sand dllnes, south of the settlement, coming
across new detours every trip to enable us go circumnavigate the drifting and fast moving sand
dunes.
Of interest, an old water well situated inland along the track, was constructed by the missionaries
from the New Norcia Mission. This was lIsed when they transported cattle to Perth. This well
was often incorrectly named "Bullfrog well", as this well is situated some kilometres further
south.
In 1968 my Father, and his mate, Vic (whom has now retired a few years ago, and living at
Jurien Bay) built their separate shacks situated on the beach frol1t to enable both of our families
to have suitable accommodation for holidays, etc. Both of these shacks exist today. Vic sold his
some years ago, where ours has remained in our family.
"Our" new shack was constructed of Massey Ferguson tractor casing with an iron roof.
Driftwood, found a plentiful along the beaches then. This timber assisted in the construction, as
it was llsed for beams etc. At the time of its construction, the shack was the most northerly
construction in the settlement.
The following image was taken of the shack not long after construction in 1968.

The following image was taken in about 1964 of the original shack.
Wedge Island Settlement. JJ

This shack no longer exists as it was dismantled after the construction of the 'new' shacks in
1968. This shack was situated just behind where the "pie shop", stands today. It was the first
shack or most easterly in the settlement.
The western end of the shack, or to the right of the image, was the original section.
The 'beach buggy' was a converted 1948 Standard 'Flying 8', (Our family's originaimotor car).
My cousins, my brothers and myself allieamt to drive in this vehicle.

The above photo was taken from the "original shack" facing north. (There are many shacks in
this area today).
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The above photo was taken from the original shack site and facing west. In the background was
our neighbours shack, that of the Lockwood's.
(That's me with the bucket in my hands and a smile on my face, yes that's right, it was cold
water in the bucket and that's how we washed ourselves then).

The below aerial photo was taken in recent years of the Wedge Island settlement.
(Compliments of D.O. L.A.)

Of interest, the first "shack" built at the Grey settleme1lt was that of my Father, Alan, and his
mate Vic DAVIS, sometime in the latter half in the 1950's.
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This "shack" or "hut' was built against a limestone cliff and was constructed from floor boards
and lino for weather proofing.
It was only llsed as a shelter for when they fished in the area.
~-

It is hoped tbat with further consultation with a number of our Family members and
friends, that this short history will be exp:mded on in the future.

This short family history is commemorated to my Father, Alan Joseph EGAN, born 19 1h October
1926, presently residing at Bassendean.
Terence Frederick EGAN (born 20lh July 1950)
Special thanks to my Uncle and Aunty, Ken & Beryl TA YLOR, whom kindly provided some o/the
photographs used in this document.
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